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New Orleans Symphony Orchestra To Make
First Arkan sas Appearance Here On T_uesday
:-; ; ;,...- - · •• ; ; T' •

•

Hilsberg To Direct Famous Symphony_
In Afternoon And Evening Performances
Giving its first Arkansas concert, the New Orleans Symphony Orchestra will play here Tuesday, Feb. 14 at 8 p. m. as
part of the Harding College lyceum series.
Preceding the evening performance, the orchestra will
present a free concert for children at 2:30 p. m. The orchestra
has received national acclai:m for its special youth concerts.
Although only 20 years old, the New Orleans Symphony
Orchestra is currently rated as one of the finest in the country.

Dykes ·Announces
Cfrcle K Club Open
For New Members
Circle K Club will accept applications for membership up until Feb.
15, according to Norman Dykes,

VOLUME XXX, NO. 14

Circle K president.
The written applications must
contain reasons for wanting to join
the club, a record of previous club
membership and ways in which the
applicant feels he can contribute
to the organization. Applications
should be given to Dykes, Richard
Gee or Mac Angel.
Circle K, a service_organization,
The off ice of the Registrar released the Dean's list for the meets twice each month for a dinfall semester today. Containing the names of 116 students, 16 ner and a business meeting.
Projects for this year include a
of whom made a straight "A" average, the list is composed of
trophy case and sports bulletin board
the students in the upper 15 per cent of each class.
Students who earned a straight "A" average are freshman for the gym and a weekly radio program featuring Harding talent.
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116:
Stra1g
. ht 'A's,
1\..
16 MaKe

Dr. Ralph Overman Dean's List Names
To Lecture Here

Joe Hightower; sophomores Billy Cox, Louis Eckstein, Annelle
Northcutt, June Shurbet, Harold Vanderpool and John Vanderpool; juniors Eugene Bailey, Jim Chandler; Norman Dykes,
Larry Horn, Truman Scott and Della Stokes; and seniors J. D.
Ewing, Klaus Goebbels and Jack McNutt.

Dr. Overman
Dr. Ralph T. Overman will present a series of lectures here Friday
and Sat urday under the sponsorship
of the cent ral Arkansas section of
the Amer ican Chemical Society.
Dr. Overman, Chairman of the
Special Training Division of the Oak
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies,
will address the February m eeting
of the chemical society Friday at
8 p. m. and the chapel audience Satur day morning.
"Some Concepts of Nuclear Chemistry'' will be the subject of the
Friday evening lecture. This meeting, to be h eld in the American
Studies auditorium, is open to interested students. Dr. Overman will
address the chapel audience concerning the uses of atomic energy.
Dr. Overman has served as superintendent of the thermal diffusion
plant for the separation of uranium
isotopes, senior research chemist of
the Oak Ridge National laboratory
and in his present position has been
responsible for the training of over
2,000 research workers in the techniques of using radio isotopes.
He is an active member of the
Oak Ridge community participating
in many, Qf; nizations and activities.
Hav,jng
'ved his bachelor's and
master's ct
s at Kansas State
Teachers Co1le , he completed his
doctor's degree in 1943 at Louisiana
State University.
Dr. Overman is a personal friend
of Dr. Joseph E. Pryor, chairman of
Harding's physical science department, who also received his doctor's
degree in 1943 at L. S. U.

'Hymns From Harding'
Heard On 179 Stations
"Hymns from Harding," a weekly radio program featuring the Harding College A Cappella Chorus is
now h eard in 40 states.
A total of 179 stations including
20 in Arkansas carry the program.
Prof. Jim Atkinson is the announcer.

High ranking freshman are Op~lo--------------
Laird, Peggy Robertson, Bobby
Juniors in the upper 15 per cent
Preskitt, Betty Baker, Mary Reese, are Stan Schwartz, Forest Jennings,
Rose Jones, Emmanelle Owens, James Edward Hughes, Merlen
John Wilson, Charlotte Joy Ed- Ward, W . H. Wilborn, Dick Richardwards, Donald Horsman, Odis Clay- son, Coleman Crocker, Wanda Dieton, Gwen Shaw, Marilyn Tollett, stelkamp, Robert Younger, Edsel
Stephen Lane, Juanita Clift.
Hughes, Dqris Lee Jones, Loretta
Mary Hamlett, Modena Parks, Lee, Robert McCormick, Joe SeRoger Dinning, Edgar Falkner, Sal- graves, Ed Morphis, Dorma Rogers
lie Turner, Beth Hufstedler, Madge and Bobby Hamm.
Seniors ranking highest in their
King, Perry Mason, Mary R. Causbie, Richard Andrejewski, Margie class are Neale Pryor, Lynn Turner,
Cannon, Gaylon Embrey, Ruby Bob- Bobby Holloway, Faye Paxson, Lawbitt, Marilyn Beal, Dot Goodwin, r ence Barclay, Jo Ann Holton, ArnRobert Gregg, Edward Ritchie, Melba old Kellams, Iva Lou Langdon, MarCarlon, Bobbie Bunch, William garet Buchanan, Lucile Richards,
Cloud, Jerry Kirks, Mary Turman, Guy Vanderpool, Mike Moore and
Robert McNees, Freddy Massey, Ce- Dennie Hall.
cil Maxwell, William Lee Winters,
James Borden, Charles Hawkins,
J erry Mitchell, John Townsdin and
Jim Whitfield.
Sophomores on the list are Lyndall York, Dor is Alene Turner, CalTryouts for this year's "Harding
vin Downs, Delores Morphis, Dar- Spotlights Spring" will be held Monrell Skinner, Carol Stubblefield Rus- day, Feb. 13 at 2 p. m. in the large
sell, Jack Wilson, Pat Teague, Asa- auditorium. This is the only time
ko Kakehi, Sue Paxson, Carolyn tryouts will be held.
Pogue, David Eldridge.
Any talented person in the colCarolyn Hutt, Jim Ellis, Janis lege and academy is eligible to parLyl.is, Martha Tucker, Mary Ann ticipate in the show which will be
Bettis, Gerald Westjohn, Edwin presented on the evening of May 1.
Land, Tillie Watson, Marianne KasBill Hampton. who directed the
baum, James P. Dickson, "Wayne t wo previous talent shows, will also
Dinkins and James Shurbet.
direct this one.

Talent Show Tryouts
To Be Held Monday

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Feb. 8
7 p. m. Prayer Meeting,
College Church
Thursday, Feb. 9
Omega Phi banquet
, Friday, Feb. 10
Mohican banquet
7 p. m. movie night:

"Hell on Frisco Bay"
Saturday, Feb. 11
A,lpha Phi Kappa banquet
Koinonia banquet
Monday, Feb. 13
4:30 p. m. "Circle K on the Air"
KWCB Searcy
8 p. m. Pen and Parchment, Seminar
American Studies Building .
7 p. m. Personal Evangelism,
Auditorium
8 p. m . Pen an Parchment, Seminar
Room of the Library
8:05 p. m. Spanish Club, American
Studies Building
Tuesday, Feb. 14
8 p. m . New Orleans Symphony
Orchestra
7 p. m. Camera Club
7 p. m. Future Teachers of America
Science Hall

'At Harding We ·Sing'

Davis Recalls Eventful Chorus Trips
By HERB STEWART
Traveling thousands of miles, the
Harding A Cappella Chorus twice
each year goes out to give people
a sample of "the Harding spirit."
In addition to the two major trips,
there are many shorter trips made
by the chorus. These singers, representative of Harding, come into contact with many persons who otherwise may never have learned of
Harding College or in some instances, of the church.

Davis, "is a public relations agent,
representing Harding College."
Besides the actual singing experience, the chorus members benefit
in other ways. Meeting tight schedules, staying in homes of strangers
and always being under public observation calls for strict self-discipline on the part of every chorus
member each hour of every trip.
"This self-discipline," says Davis,
"is one of the greatest benefits to
the student."
Although not widely recognized
as such, another benefit of these
trips is the stimulation to the congregations where the chorus sings.

Creates Goodwill
These trips, according to chorus
director Kenneth Davis, serve many
purposes, but perhaps the major
Without Accommodations
purpose is the good will that comes
as a result of the superb performMany unexpected situations arise,
ances given in the homes of strang- both humorous and serious, but selers and friends as well as on the dom does anything occur to upset
stage. "Each chorus member," says anyone for long. "About the most

serious thing," recalls Davis, "happened down in south Texas a few
trips back." It seems an engagement
or two failed to mature; so the
chorus and director were without
food, lodging or sufficient financial
means to obtain such. Happily, they
found a good-hearted hotel manager
who supplied the necessities; charging the girls one dollar per night
and charging the boys 75 cents.
Although the chorus has received
many honors, the greatest thing that
ever. happened to it, according to
Davis, was the welcome given by
the Harding student body following
the last trip.
Coming at the end of a long, hard
trip, the gathering of hundreds of
students to say "welcome home" was
a heartwarming sight.
In the words of Davis, "It was
the greatest thrill we ever had."

Hilsberg Directs
Hilsberg, who was associate conductor of the famed Philadelphia
orchest ra directly prior to taking
over the New Orleans baton, has improved the quality of the 85-piece
New Orleans Symphony to the point
where it is recognized as the outstanding symphony orchestra in the
South.
Under the dynamic leadership of
Hilsberg, t he orch estra brings its
superlative artistry to wherever lovers of good music gather. In the
statewide broadcasts of its Youth
Concerts, the Symphony's music is
now brought directly to more than
600,000 school children in Lousiana and to an estimated adult audience of well over a million.
Born In Poland
Hilsberg, who was born in Warsaw, Poland, -5tudied music at an
early age at the Warsaw Conservatory and later with Leopold Auer
at the Petrograd Conservatory where
he met Jascha Heifetz.
Employed first as a violinist in
the Philadelphia Symphony, Hilsberg became concert master of that
orchestra in 1931 and in 1945 was
appointed associat e conductor. He
has held his pr esent position for
two years. He continues to make
numerous guest · orchestra appearances.
Hilsberg's remarkable memory
enables him to conduct without baton or score. He believes that he
communicates better with the orchestra if his head is not buried in
a score.

Carnegie Class
Graduates 25
Members of Harding's Dale Carnegie Class Number 2 received their
diplomas last night at a graduation
dinner in the Emerald Room.
Master of ceremonies was class
president, Russell L. Simmons. Each
class member made a two minute
speech as part of the graduation ex,.
ercises.
As a surprise Tom Norman and
graduate assistants, Jimmy Williams, Alice Miller and Sam Miller,
were asked to make 30 second impromptu speeches. The contest resulted in a four way tie.
Those receiving diplomas were
Walter Gilfilen, James Gilfilen, Clar.e nce Lovelace, Eddie Morphis, Ed
Gurganus, Eddie Baggett, Jack Baldwin, Venice Craddock, Beth French,
Martha French, Glen Wiley, David
Eldridge, Dan Dahlgren, John B.
Lasater, Conard Hays, James Hedrick, Bill Williams, Fred Wiebel,
Maurice Baldwin, Harold Rascal,
Carlton Southerland, Russell L. Simmons, Barbara Galyan, Vol Rowlett
and Ted Morris.
Each of the class members
brought one or more guests and
special guests of the entire class
were Dr. George S. Benson and Miss
Marguerite O'Banion.

Men's Quartet To Sing

At 'High 'School Program
Field representative, James Atkinson, is to represent Harding College
in the Little Rock Central High
School's College Day Activities Feb.
10.
College Day is an annual event at
Central High School in which representatives from every college in the
state are invited. Each college presents a part of its talent in a student
assembly. After the program the college representatives set up displays
and talk to interested students.
One of Harding's quartets composed of Jerry Perrin, Joe Lewis,
Pat Teague and Jerry Martin will
sing during the program.
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"nza.lze ?nine

let The Majority Choose The Music
Several students interested in the current discussion concerning the music in the student center have asked the Bison
to comment on the subject. While the Bison has no intention
of entering ev ery controversy that might arise among the students, it does think it appropr iate to editorialize on this particular matter since it concerns practically every student in
some respect.
To the Bison, this talk concerning the type of music played
in the student center seems unnecessary; it appears that college
students would have more constructive uses for their time than
to even start such a discussion. The issue is simple: some students enjoy popular music such as is being played in the student center jukebox while others do not like music of this type.
Some think it is degrading and that it should not be played.
· The Bison, believing in democratic processes, contends
that the wishes of the majority should be adhered to in selecting records for the jukebox. It has been shown that most of the
Harding students - as do stud ents in most colleges - prefer
popular music to any other type. While it is true that there is
little in popular music that can be called educational or inspirational, the students enjoy it.
Looking at the situation more closely, one may even come
to realize that popular music is more appropriate in a college
inn than he first thought. Even if all the students were lovers
of classical music, few would enjoy a long symphony in the
noisy, crowded inn. On the other hand, no one would agree
that old songs like "The Old Gray Mare" would be appropriate.
Most students are pleased with the records that have
been purchased for the jukebox, Professor Fulbright is to be
commended for his broad-mindedness in selecting what most
students like. Certainly he would not buy music that is degrading in any way.
Perhaps a few classical records could be mixed with the
popular ones, but experience has proven that students would
not play them enough to justify their cost.
The Bison is pleased that faculty members have not taken
part in this discussion. The student center is for the students;
it is one of the few places they have to go for recreation. They
should be allowed to choose the music.

MUSIC
By SUGAR STEWART .

Possibly I am going off the beaten
path this week and am delving into
something above my head and unrelated to the by-line of this column, but it seems to me that our
educational system is m1ssmg an
important point made by the ancients.
In Book Two of Plato's Republic,
music (including literature and the
arts) and gymnastics are given as
the basis for the education of the
leaders of the "ideal state" that is
formulated by Socrates and his followers.
Literature, whether true or false,
was to be introduced to the future
leaders before they were of age to
be trained in gymnastics.
The beginning is the most important part of education; therefore, it
should be the most beautiful. Music
teaches the child harmony, and the
''I WAS TRAPPED _IN FRONT OF THE GRADE SCHOOL WHEN
power of imparting grace is possessIT LET OUT.''
ed by harmony.
£!!!
"Musical training is a more potent instrument than any other, because rhythm and harmony find
their way into the inward places
of the soul, on which they fasten
mightily, imparting grace, and making the soul of him who is rightly
educated graceful .... "
By DICK RICHARDSON
It follows that one who has harThanks for the comments on last ful, extravagant and often dogmatic. mony and grace of the soul will
week's column, "The Little Red But foreign students who live with be more able to discern vice from
Ant." I am sure that many of you us can weigh our weaknesses against virtue. The body and bodily actions
who read the column realized that our virtues and in the end will see should be intrusted to the mind and
the style of writing was not original. the Communist cry of "Capitalist soul, and who will be more capable
of acceptable actions than one who
Those of you who have read John Warmonger" go up in smoke.
To our foreign friends, we say: has harmony and grace of the soul ?
Steinbeck, Thomas Wolfe, or some
After one has reached the age (in
of the earlier works of A. J. Cronin, "We are happy to have you with
recognized that Richard's efforts us. We hope you will examine us, the education process) to be trained
were no more than a · poor copy. study us and then leave us with a in gymnastics, the previous musical
Thus on behalf of Johnny, Thomas better idea of what Americans are training that has given him harmony
of soul will, when mingled with corand A. J., Richard says thanks a really like."
rect gymnastic training, temper the
million for your many kind comments.
Grapevine reports that Student soul and body to the highest degree.
Special thanks also to "The Ant" Council is still haggling with the And what could be more desirable
himself
for printing the column just jukebox question. It is indeed un- than that?
~:iiIF
The point that I believe has been
as it was written, uncut and un- fortunate, both for the council and
- - - - - - - - - - - - B Y CHARLES PITTMAN censored.
the student body, that they should missed should be obvious: music as
spend so much time on such a an educational principle has been
Dear Cohortus,
woulcir\'t neglect dropping by occaalmost omitted from our system toLast week three desperate fellows question when literly dozens of
I see by your last letter that you sionally if I were you. One often
other useful and needed projects re- day.
asked
me
to
make
an
appeal
to
the
are trying to make your patient a finds rare jewels in the most unexIt would appear, then, that music
student body about doing a better ceive no attention.
drunkard by arguing with him. No, pected places.
with emphasis on aesthetic qualities
Needless to say I was disappointed job of stacking our trays in the dinno, Cohortus. I thought you knew
rather than mechanics should be
·
It is with profound grief that
by the ignorance and ineptness man- ing hall.
better than that.
part of the elementary training of
Richard
must
announce
that
Miss
Frankly,
I,
like
many
of
you,
was
You waste valuable time when ifested in your last letter, but all sick of these "tray stacking appeals" Betty Floyd has broken training and the nations' youth.
An early acknowledgement of the
you use argument to try to con- will be forgiven if you will promise until I had the privilege of working is "off the wagon" as far as her
beautiful in life could thus be realvince him that there is nothing to do better.
on the dining hall staff for one even- diet is concerned. Misty-eyed and ized through training in the harwrong with drinking. Your methods
In destructive love,
ing. The fellows who have to un- trembling, Miss Floyd stood in lunch
mony of music.
are outmoded. This is the twentieth
stack the trays and wash the dishes line last week and boldly announced
D. B. Satan
century. Men are no longer controlhave a job that is hot, heavy and she wanted some mashed potatoes.
led by reason.
Jealousy lives upon doubt; and
messy.
(Actually friends were not too disAnd besides, when you use arguEvery time we fail to take extra appointed over the whole turn of comes to an end or becomes a fury
ment, you must battle with the Entime to scrape our dishes properly, affairs since they think that she is as soon as it passes from doubt to
emy on his own ground. He's an excertainty.
we are making that job just a little nearly perfect just like she is.)
pert at argument, convincing arguhottier, a little heavier and a little
ment too.
more messy.
Don't try to convince your paSo the next time you start to
tient that drinking is alright. Make
leave your tray unstacked, just rehim think it is manly, popular and
member that the three fellows in
By JOANNE HARTMAN
smart.
jeans and sweat shirts who wash
Take care that he does not conyour dishes are not robots nor
sider the possibilities of alcoholism
To n ew students the college looks slaves - they are students, who like
inherent in every drink. Lead him
much
different than to the student many of us are working their way
to believe he can take it or leave
through college. They need no extra
it as he pleases. Soon enough he of 10 years ago. Old Godden Hall work to make their job tough.
Dennie Hall ..... .................. ... ..... ..... ...... .............. ... . Editor
was
where
the
fish
pond
now
is
will become a helpless slave to the
and
was
joined
to
Patti
Cobb
by
a
magic liquid; then you won't have
Richard Gee ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ......... .... ... ... .. Business Manager
Malicious we know, but we could
to worry about what he thinks breezeway.
not
h
elp
thinking
how
funny
it
contained
the
auditorium,
Godden
about his ability to abstain.
girls, would have been if the picture of fony Pippen .. ... .... .. .. .. .. ... .. ........ ... .... .......... ... ........... ............. .. Assistant Editor
If your patient is a smart aleck, postoffice, dormitory for
he will probably flaunt "I don't turrets, towers and the library. For Mrs. Glass and the new graduate Nona Williams .... ..... ..... .................. ... ...... ... ........ ...... ...................... News Editor
care" in the face of those who ad- those students who haven't met the dorm had exchanged spots in last Charles Pittman ........ ............................. .... ......... ............... ....... Religious Editor
vise and warn. Good enough. Soon now homeless Gertrude, h ere is her week's paper and Mrs. Glass' pic- Margaret Hardy ...... .... ... .......... .. ..... ... ...... ... .. ...... ... ............. .... .. Society Editor
you can sit back and watch with story. Gertrude is the ghost of God- ture would have appeared under the Dewey Brown .................. .... ..... ..... .......... ... ... .............................. .. Sports Editor
pleasure when, in agony and pain, den Hall who being deprived of her caption: "There's a Skelton on Cam- Garrett Timmerman ... ..... ... .. ...... .. .... .. .... .. ... .. ........ .. Assistant Sports Editor
he pleads for freedom from his bon- home, now dwells in the bell tower. pus - And It's Growing." (Joking Bill Stafford, Harold Norwood, Dale Flaxbeard, Ken Nichols,
dage.
..a..
Gertrude was a student at the aside, we think the picture of Mrs.
Jo Ann Holton, Raymond Morris .... ... .. .... ...... .. .............. ... .... .. Sports Staff
Working iran especially difficult college when it was known as Gal- Glass was right where it belongs,
case once, I found it helpful to loway Female College and she either and she justly deserves all of the Walt Gilfilen, Nina Harvey, Glennette Smith, Wanda Diestelkamp, Mary Ann Hopper, Cathy Sample, Carroll Dunkin,
make the patient careless of whom jumped, fell or was pushed down nice things said about her.)
Barbara Galyan, Herb Stewart, Carroll Pearson, Dot
We note with pride that a numhe associated with. Several times, t he elevator shaft in Godden. Since
Goodwin, Louis Eckstein, Carol Trent, Janis Griffin ................ Reporters
before I discovered this, I had him then h er blond-haired ghost, roams ber of new foreign students have
on the brink of yielding, but the t he halls of Godden with a candle been added this semester to Har- Dick Richardson, Jackie Anguish, Cissy Blake, Sally Rogers,
Adversary strengthened his will and singing "Abide with Me." Even ding's "International Family."
Joanne Hartman, Calvin Downs, Sallie Turner, Jackie
he withstood my best tactics. Since though students buried Gertrude afJones ......... .... ....... .. ...... ......... ...... :.. ......... ... ... .... ... .. ....... ..... .... Feature Writers
After working with 30 foreign stuthen, I have found that group psy- ter Godden was torn down, she dents last summer and being assoJim Gainey ........... ... ................... ..... ... ..... .... ..... .. ......... ... .. .......... .. . Photographer
chology is one of my strongest managed to escape to the bell tower, ciated wit h many of them during
weapons.
which contains the old bell from three years of college, Richard is of Ottis Hilburn .. ... .. .... .. ...... ...... .. ... ... .. .. ....... ......... ..... .. ... .. .... ... ........... ...... ... Artist
The task is often not an easy one, , Godden hall.
the firm conviction that foreign ex- Sue Gary, Mack Graham, Merlen Ward, !fay Parris .. ... .... ...... . Copyreaders
especially if the patient has had a
Gray Gables, the old music build- change programs are one of the Wallace Alexander and Elizabeth Lansdon ....... ... .. ........ ........ Proofreaders
strong religious background; but the ing, stood near Patti Cobb in what most logical and effective methods Lyman Turley ...... .... ..... ... ... ........ ..... .................. Assistant Business Manager
rewards - . broken homes, penni- is now the parking lot. Girls used of combating the Communist threat.
Sugar Stewart ...... ....... .. .... .......... ....... .. .............. ... ..... .. .. Circulation Manager
less widows, homeless children and to stand on the balcony of Patti
A foreign student coming to
dirty, bearded alcoholics - are well Cobb (they had to be in the dorm America to a school such as Har- Doyle Helm ................. ... ....... .... ... .......... .. ... ... Assistant Circulation Manager
worth all the toil expended.
by 7 p. m.) and listen to the boys ding, can see first hand what Amer- Alfred Couch, Shirley Fort ... ... ... ........ ..... ..... .. .... .. .. ........... Circulation Staff
The results are especially gratify- practice.
icans are really like. He can push Jerry Westbrook, Lanny Faris ......... ........ ... .. .. ..... ........ ........... Business Staff
ing when your patient has formerly
The inn was in what is now an aside all of the glittering propaganda Neil Cope ................ ...... .... ... ........ .. ..... ...... ......... ... ... .... ........... Faculty Advisor
been a middle to upper middleclass apartment at the south end of the of the Soviet Union and the United
Subscription Price: $2 Per Year
gentleman, happily married and the dining hall. It was small and crowd- States and, living and working with
father of a lovable family.
ed but was lots of fun according to us, can judge us for what we really
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regular
Colleges and universities, espec- old students.
are.
academic year except holidays and four examination weeks, by the stuially those operated by various
Yes, the face of the campus has
We should never be afraid nor dents of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
states, offer wonderful opportunity. changed but the students haven't. ashamed to let foreign youth judge
Most church-related institutions are The Harding spirit will always re- our people Ion true merits. Our
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkansas,
not so fruitful, however; but I main.
weaknesses are many: we are waste- Post Office under act of March 3, 1879.

Not b~
Bread Alone

Around the

~

Rambling with Richard

It's All· Because

Society

They Prefer
Clean Clothes

MARGARET HARDY, Society Editor

by JACKIE ANGUISH

Gata's Entertain Their Guests

In A'frosted Garden' Setting
On Feb. 4 at the Rendezvous Cafe, the Gata club entertained their dates in their "Frosted Garden."
Hundreds of ·snowflakes were suspended from the ceiling,
and in the center of the banquet room, yvhite trees were placed
in beds of glittering snow. A blue wishing well, covered ·with
blue lights and angel hair, was in front of the mirror. A white
picket fence enclosed the garden.
·
Roselyn Shappley, president, welcomed the guests, and Doyle Ward
gave the response. The invocation
was led by Prof. Edward Baggett.
After the meal, each member introduced her date and read a poem
she had composed about him. Lucia
DuBois was mistress of ceremonies.
A skit, "The Lamp Went Out,"
was presented by Martha Tucker,
Margaret Hardy, Marjia Ruffin,
Jackie Jones, Mary Duer and Patty Allen. Lucia DuBois and Jackie
Anguish pantomined "How Much Is
That Hound Dog In The Window."
The Blue Beats played between each

presentation and brought the evening to a climax with their own program.
Those present were Roselyn Shappley, Doyle Ward; Martha Tucker,
Eugene Bailey; Shirley Crocker,
Larry Bills; Nita Gray, Burl Cooper;
Madge King, Bill Cloud; Glynda Melton, Gil Kirkbride; Jackie Anguish,
Terry Davis.
Lucia DuBois, Ken Vanderpool;
Carolyn H u t t, Charles Penny;
Yvonne Niceswanger, Glen Kelly;
Mary Duer, Weldon Hendrix; Jayne
Van Wey, Larry Gatlin; Jackie
Jones, Richard Riley; Margaret Hardy, Bill Dismuke.
:••!••:••!••!..
Ann Milam, Frank Randle; CarEverything In Sewing •t roll Leah Pearson, Johnny ThornNew_ Used- Rebuilt
ton; Joanne Hartman, Bob Scott;
Machines
::: Marjia Ruffin, Bill Moore; Pat Al•*• len, Pat Stewart; Sue Carruth, Pat
Repair - Parts
•i• Teague and Prof. and Mrs. Edward
Accessories
.i. Baggett, sponsors.
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Straight from the halls of Armstrong come the sound of a washing
machine.
Boys have been noted for saving
money but a couple of boys hit the
jackpot the other day when they
bought a washing machine to save
a laundry bill of 36 cents.
After
fighting
the
machine,
clothes and clothes line, I wonder
if they are still proud of their little
investment. If we start from the beginning and examine the results of
their purchase we'll soon understand
why God created women to do the
washing.
Why The Secret?

Where would be the logical place
for a washing machine in a dormitory? The shower, of course! At
least that's where our geniuses felt
it should be.
Not letting their suitemates in on
the money saving device could only
result in confusion. Who ever tried
taking a shower with a washing
machine? Well, their suitemates did.
These boys weren't really as dumb
as it appeared. Washing clothes was
old stuff to them. They knew that
soap and water went into the machine. In all the excitement, though,
they almost forgot the clothes.
The line was stuffed into cracks
in the walls and the clothes were
hung by faith alone. Feeling proud
of themselves our two friends started
p-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==========;;;;;; patting each other on the back.
However, the air stirred up in the
room by these movements must
have caused their clothes line to
weaken. F r om overhead came
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By JACKIE JONES
Delta Chi Omegas' have elected
elected the following officers for the
Spring semester: Andee King, president; Maggie Chaffin, vice-president;
Evelyn Lawrence, secretary; Doris
Sue Jones, treasurer and Betty Jane
Marshall, historian. They are looking forward to a busy semester of
working on their project and planning their outing to Tahkodah.
New officers for Las Companeras
are: Alice Degenhart, president; Edna Walston, vice-president; Ann
Combs, secretary-treasurer; Ruby
Nell Bobbitt, reporter and Gloria
Shewmaker, historian. The club has
completed its spring semester calendar.
Omega Phi elected the following
officers for the spring semester: Loretta Lee, president; Libby Lansdon,
vtce-presidedt; Janiece Selby, secretary; Margie Hall, treasurer and
Bobbie Bunch, historian-reporter;
The club held a bunking party Sunday night at the home of Nancy
Randall.
Galaxy held its regular meeting to
make further plans for the banquet
to be held Feb. 15 and to select
a place for the spring outing.

The peacefulness of the night was
disturbed, however, when Venetian
blind, clothes line and clothes came
tumbling down on top of one of the
·wreary workers.
Jumping hurridly out of bed resulted in a tangled mess of college

I

boy and clothes. Although he was
in dire need of help, his roommate
could do nothing but laugh. After
all, how many boys get tangled up
in wet clothes in the middle of the
night?
At last discovering a part of the
window that could not fall down
our sleepy heroes tied up the
clothes line for the final time, and
went to bed again.
To me, the whole process seems
like a waste of time but not to our
friends. Are they bitter ? Of course
not. After all, the falling clothes
mopped the floor.
What more could one want from
a washing machine?

Patronize
Bison Advertisers
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Day!

Say It With Flowers From

Begin Plans
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clothes, line and all, falling to a
heap on the floor.
Peeved, but still patient, they
tried various other means of hanging the line. Attaching one end of
the line to the mirror and the other
to · a window rod only resulted in a
fallen mirror and rod.
Peeved, but still determined, they
searched the room for other clothes
hanging devices. Peering in the closet gave them the idea they were
hunting. Tieing one end of the line
to the clothes rod in the closet and
the other to the Venetian blind, the
two tired washers settled down to
a peaceful sleep.

Phone 1

Vale11tines
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Social Clubs

For their annual banquet, the
Sub-T-16 social club took a world
cruise. Each member and his date
were dressed to represent a foreign
country.
The invocation was given by Herb
Dean, and the welcome was given by
Ed Gurganus.
Sailing list included Guy Vanderpool, Lenore Felix; Benny Sanders,
Mary Frances Reese; Jerry Perrin,
Janis Lyles; Boyd Garner, Jayne Van
Wey; John Thornton, Carroll Pearson.
John Vanderpool, Ann Belue; Harold Vanderpool, Bobbie Bunch; Garrett Timmerman, Sue Paxson; Lee
Winters, Cathy Sample; Weldon
Hendrix, Betty Clark; Jim Morphew,
Sheila Fipps; Tommy Wofford, Hilda
Earls; Rayburn Knight, Wanda
Rachel; Bill Matthews, Nancy Kurz.
Guy McHand, Caryl Landreth;
Dale Flaxbeard, Iva Lou Langdon;
Joe Hightower, Kay Wilson; Burl
Cooper, Nita Gray; John Van Winkle, Marty Austin, Willard Davis,
Herb Dean and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Ott:

205 West
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'Blue Mirage' T. N. T.'s Go West;
Wedding Vows Read In College Church
Dine Cowboy Style
Banquet
Theme
For Rosemary Crumbliss; Don Sauter

4

The wedding of Miss Rosemary Anne Crumbliss, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Crumbliss of Tuscumbia, Ala.,
and Donald Sauter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle William Sauter
of Kansas City, Mo., was solemnized Friday evening, Feb. 3 in
the College Church of Christ.
The bride's father officiated before a background of candelabra and baskets of white gladioli and chrysanthemums.
Nuptial music was furnished by
the Harding A Cappella Chorus.
Given in marriage by her father,
the bride wore a white satin dress
styled with an overskirt of net and
lace. Her short, illusion veil was attached to a pear I tiara, and she carried a white orchid surrounded by
white carnations.
The bride's attendants were Misses Zerita McAlister, Patsy Parker
and Loretta Lee. They wore dresses
of pink and blue taffeta and carried cascade bouquets of pink carnations. Miss Pat Sauter, sister of

the groom, was maid of honor. Her
dress was rose taffeta and styled
like those o( the other attendants.
Joedy and Jerry Crumbliss, the
twin sister and brother of the
bride, served as flower girl and ring
bearer. Bobby Hamm was best man.
A reception was held in the Emerald Room of Ganus Student Center
inunediately following the wedding.
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Miss Paula Rickard was in charge
of the bride's book. Others assisting
were Mrs. Edwina Wilson, Miss Floriece Adams and Miss Clandette Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Sauter are making
their home in Tuscumbia, Ala. ,
where he is attending Florence
State College. Both are former Harding students.

Academy News
The Sub Debs held their annual
banquet Friday, Feb. 3, at Bill's
Grill. Their theme, Melody of Love,
was carried out with pink and silver
candels and carnations.
Attending were: Lou Alice Martin,
Jack Baldwin; Pat Street, Roy Vanderpool; Nancy Banowsky, Alvin
Cashon; Aileen Wilbur, Charles Martin; Carolyn Lewis, Glen McNeese;
Marcia VanSandt, Reggie Hamill;
Betty Fogarty, Pete Stone; Bettie
West, Harvey Peebles; Carol Whatoff, Glen Stapleton, Mrs. H. J. Vanderpool, sponsor and Mr. and Mrs.
Perry Mason and Mr. and Mrs. Andy Ritchie, guests.

Flowers are the only perfect gift
for every occassion.

Hill ·Morris Florist

Of Delta Iota

"The Blue Mirage" was the theme
of the Delta Iota banquet held at
the Rendezvous Feb. 3.
Blue candles and blue music played by the Blue Beats and the Tears
provided atmosphere.
The invocation was given by Jerry Westbrook, and the welcome was
given by Jerry Martin. Dr. · J . D.
Bales was the evening's speaker,
Attending were Bill Morgan,
Kathy Paine; Ronald Carter, Janice
Selby; Wallace Randle, Mary Dunn;
Burl Hogins, Flora Rutherford; Lanny Faris, Lucia DuBois; Frank Randle, Ann Milam; Harold Sisco, Nancy Randall; Jerry Westbrook, Carolyn Ainsworth; Ozy Murphy, Barbara Good; Jerry Martin, Dot Goodwin.
Harold Cooper, Shirley Fort; Richard Gee, Mary Anne Smith; Don
Pate, Margie McGinnis; Joe Darrah, Nadine Pate; Glaman Hughes,
Gloria Smith; Dan Dahlgren, Barbara Ethridge; Ken Noland, Ramona
Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Atteberry and Dr. and Mrs. J. D.
Bales, sponsors.

Phi Deltas Hold
Valentine Banquet
Jerry Hill and Fern Pasley were
crowned Valentine king and queen
of the 1956 Phi Delta banquet by
Dr. Richard Staar Saturday, Feb. 4
at the Mayfair.
Dr. Bill Williams gave the invocation, and the guests were welcomed by Ruby Anderson. Response
was given by Joe Segraves.
The decorations carried out the
theme of Valentine day. A huge
white heart with a red border formed the background for the speaker's
table. Cupid was on the mantel. The

"The Best in Flowers"
We Give Top Value Stamps
Phone 539
1213 E. Race St.

The annual TNT "Cowboy Party"
was held Thursday, Feb. 2, at the
Legion Hut.
Dr. Joe Pryor gave the invocation.
The cowboys and cowgirls were welcomed by Bob Claunch, and Lenore
Felix gave the response.
Bales of hay and saddles were
used for the ranch style decorations.
Attending were: Fred and Marilyn Riemer; Glenn Parrish, Lucia
DuBois; Neal Reeves, Camille Arrington; Don Ruckman, Carolyn
Ainsworth; Gary Blake, Tillie Watson; Tom Evans, Betty Goodman,
Thurman Alexander, Rosalie Stills;
Herman Alexander, Sally Rogers; J.
D. Cash, Lorene Smith.
Odis Clayton, Jane Claxton; Bill
Cloud, Madge King; Harold Norwood, Ann Belue; Jim and June
Shurbet; Tom Smith, Paula Rickard;
John Townsdin, Kaye Prysock; Doug
White, Jackie Anguish; Walt Gilfilen, Andee King; Buster Glover, Marilyn Thompson; Bob Claunch, Lenore
Felix; Lester Parmenter, Nona Williams; Richard Hawkins, Marjia
Ruffin.
Bob McCormick, Rosalie Johnson;
James Winfrey, Shirley Fort; Cecil
Alexander, Jo Lilly; Ronald Harrist,
Mary Dunn; Ken Getter, Mary Ellen Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Beck and Dr. and Mrs. Joe Pryor.
programs and placecards were decorated with red and silver hearts.
Those attending \Vere Joyce
Woods, Neal Reeves; Pauline Clark,
Dick Miller; Sible Rockett, Bernard
Waites; Melba Carlon, Jack Meredith; Rosalie Johnson, Benny Stephens; Fern Pasley, .Jerry Hill; Hilda
Milligan, Joe Darrah; Nancy Starr,
Mike Moore; Beth Hufstedler, Dale
Allison; Ella Starling, Earl Moss;
Wanda Adair, Glenn Moore; Joan
Lawson, Louis Hagar; Mary Torres,
Joe Cuellar; Ruby Anderson, Joe Segraves; Hilda Earls, Ronald Bever ;
Linda Collins, Willodean Stallings;
Sally and Robert Williams; Dr. and
Mrs. Bill Williams, sponsors, and
Dr. and Mrs. Richard F. Staar.
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Previews

By LANNY FARIS
Boost In Postage-President Eisenhower asked Congress to consider raising postage rates on all
mail. He suggested a one cent
raise on first class mail; a one
cent raise on air mail letters; a
15 per cent increase on second
class mail and a 30 per cent
increase on third class mail. The
President said the Postoffice Department is losing $1,000 a minute. The new postage rates
would bring in an additional
$406,500,000 a year. The President's suggestion is a result of
his attempt to balance the bud-

get.
Gen. Matthew Ridgeway-The former
Army Staff Chief, has been getting the eye from the leaders
of the Democratic Party; however, he is cool toward the idea
of entering politics.
Great Britain-James Griffiths, for~
mer colonial secretary, defeated
Aneurin Bevin in the race for
deputy leadership of Britain's
Labor Party.
American Voters-According to a
recent Gallup Poll, 38 per cent
of the voters now believe that
the Republicans "can best keep
America prosperous;" 34 per
cent choose the Democrats; the
rest see no difference, or have
no opinion. The conductors of
the poll said that the Republicans have gained new foot holds
in areas that were exclusively
Democratic.
Suggested Draft-Rule Chang--If
the suggestions of the Selective
Service are followed, the old
draft method will be scrapped
and replaced by a completely
new one. The n ew one will follow these p riorities: childless
men from 19 to 26 1 the oldest
being called first; men 19 to
26 with children, also the oldest
to be called first; men 26 to 35,
the youngest going first. Deferments because of college and
hardships will go on in much
the same way as now. The reason for t he change is because
the armed forces prefer younger
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No One ~ven Suspected It! Graduates Down
ius7t::.::r :~:ted."
Huskies, 63-61
8

"Referee's are

He Will Return
"I'll be back next season to call
the Wildcats' football and basketball
games," Sawatski stated in an interview following the basketball game.
I've enjoyed very much calling Harding's games, because they're a
clean playing bunch of kids."
The 28 year old, square-built
catcher will be starting his 11th year
of professional baseball. He started
in the Pony League in 1945, and
since then has played for teams in
the North Atlantic League, Western
League, Southe·r n Association, American Association and the National
and American Leagues.
Some of his greatest days were
in the Southern Association while
playing for Nashville. In 1949 he
was named the most valuable player of the Southern Associ.a tion. He

batted .360, hit 45 home runs and
knocked in a tremendous 353 RBI's.
Sawatski has made six all-star
teams, and he reached a high point
in his baseball career last year when
he made the all-star team for Minneapolis of the American Association.
Sawatski was recalled by the Cubs
in 1950, but after playing a year
for them the army canceled his
baseball plans for '51 and '52. He
returned to the Cubs in 1953 and
went to the White Sox in '54.
They Want Him Back

When 1955 rolled around the
White Sox sent Sawatski back to the
minors with Minneapolis. Carl was
satisfied with that. He batted a .275
mark belted 32 home runs and accounted for about 90 RBI's. After
~•lllllllllllllUllllllllNllClllllllllllllUllllllllllllCllllllllllllUllllll•:• such a performance, the White Sox
want him back.
Sawatski, of course, is very optimistic about the White Sox' chances
of grabbing the pennant after so
many close misses. "We've picked
=
SEE
c up Larry Doby from the Indians,
and if he doesn't hit over .100,
which is very unlikely, we're glad
to have him. That guy used to murder the Sox.'
Not all Harding students are
White Sox fans to be sure, but one
thing is certain for the coming baseball season - they will all be Sa!111111n111111111111c111111111111n111111111111c111111111111c111111111111ci watski fans!

I ~:.::~::~~~u~: I

II Southerland II
Lumber Co.

Keepsake Diamonds

Without the services of Boyd Garn er, their stellar guard, the Huskies
w ent down to their second defeat
Friday night. The determined Graduates ha d what it took to excel the
Huskies 65 to 61. Owen Olbricht was
the stalwart figure in the Graduate
attack as he collected 28 points for
a successful night. He received ample support from Carl Brecheen who
sacked 14 and Bob Rowland who
gather ed 10.
Calvin Downs took up the slack
left by Garner by rolling up an impressive 30 point production and
Bill Williams popped 14 through the
nets be be runner-up for the Huskies.
The Graduates are now tied with
the Mules in the Atlantic Coast Conference with a six won, one lost
record. The Huskies lead the Pacific
Coast Conference with a five won,
two lost record.

Flaxbeard Leads

In Gator Victory

Playing with only four men Friday night, the Alligators scored an
easy victory over the Cougars, 5843.
The Gator's Dale Flaxbeard led
the fray, scoring 29 points. Only
Bob Fletcher with 16 points could
find the nets consistently for the
Cougars.
The game was fairly close in the
opening minutes as the Alligators
took a 12-7 first quarter command.
They extended the lead to eight
points by intermission time and then
ran away with it in the second go
as the Cougars slowed down:
The score might have been worse
had the Gators' other players been
present.
Dean Snyder and Smiley Knight
with 16 and 13 points respectively
followed Flaxbeard in scoring.

Expert Guaranteed Watch & Jewelry Repair

Miller's Jewelers
Jvst behind the Rialto Theatre

For the best in music, news & sports

STANDINGS
Atlantic Coast League
Team
Won
Mules .... .. .... .. ..... ..... .... ....... 6
Graduates .. .. . . .. . ..... .... .. .. . ... .. 6
Alligators .. .. ............. ........... 5
Wolf-pack ....... .. .. .... .. ........... 4
Panthers ... .. .... . .. . ... .. .. .. . .. ... .. 3
Terrapins ...... .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .... .. 2

Keep Tuned To

KWCB
1300 on your radio dial

2
3
4
5

Minor League

'

HERE'S THE KEY ••.•

Lost
1
1

Team
Won
Mars ... ... ... ..... .... .. ..... ........... 4
Mercury .... .. ... .... ... ................ 3
Jupiter ..... .... .. .. ... ..... ........ ... 2
Saturn .. ............... ... .... ....... ... 2
Uranus .... ..... ..... ... .... ......... .. 2
Venus .. ........ ....... .... ... :......... 1
Neptune .... ..... ........ ... .. .... .. .. 1
Pluto ...................... ....... .. .. ... 0

Lost
0
1
2
2

2
3
3
4

Pacific Coast Lea9ue
Team
Won
Huskies ....... .. .... .. .. ....... , ... .... 5
Cougars ......... .... .. ... ....... .... ... 3
Faculty .... ............... ....... ...... 3
Bruins ..... ...... .. .. .. ................. 3
Trojans .. ......... ..... ... ............. 2
Webfeet .... ... ..... ... .. .. .. ......... 0

Lost
2
4
4
4
5
7
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Such was the case ,

with Carl Sawatski, a friendly ref who has been calling Harding Academy's football and· basketball games this year. No
one ever suspected that he was the same Carl Sawatski who
caught for the Chicago Cubs in 1948, '50 and '53, and who now
catch es for the Chicago W h ite Sox!
Sawatski, who makes his home in Little Rock, called his
last game this season for the Academy Saturday night in its
tilt against Swifton. He will be leaving for the White Sox'
spring training camp Feb. 15.

HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

?nan' Opinion
By DEWEY BROWN
IT WAS SULLIVAN WHO REALLY
BEAT ELLIS!
Jim Ellis, still, Harding's boxing
pride lost to Al Ta,te Rogers by a
split decision last Thursday night
in Memphis, but it was really Ward
Sullivan who beat him.
By this we mean that Jim purposely ignored his bout with Rogers
by looking forward to a Friday
scrap with Sullivan, the tournament
favorite. The fight with Rogers was
supposedly a breather, and that's
the way Ellis fought it. Evidently
the judges figured differently. They
awarded the tilt to Rogers by one
point.
Jack Brawley, Ellis' manager told
him to take it easy with Rogers,
who wasn't regarded as a threat for
the title. And, for all practical purposes this was good strategy. Any
cuts or damaging bruises Ellis might
receive from the semi-final scrap
would lower his chances considerably for a win over Sullivan.
In the 1954 Mid-South fights Ellis soundly whipped Gene Hethrington, but was disqualified from further tournament action because of a
bad cut just. over his left eye. Ellis
was disappointed over that bit of
misfortune and didn't want it to
happen again.
Thus, caution was the word. Ellis
simply stalked Rogers, throwing
short jabs to the head and body,
and warded off Rogers' aggressive
thrusts.
The two fighter's styles are entirely different. Ellis is, without
doubt, the classier boxer. He fights
in a smooth, rhythmic fashion,
while Rogers employs the rather
awkward style of lunging at his oppositjon. That's what happened
Thursday night, and the judges
awarded the decision to Rogers on
the basis of his aggressiveness.
Four criteria were used in judging the bouts at Memphis: ( 1) aggressiveness, (2) ring generalship.
(3) number of punches thrown and
( 4)
blocking
the
opposition's
punches.
In the first catagory, the judges
favored Rogers 3-0; in the second
they picked Ellis 2-1; in the third
they tied the two men at 3-3 and
in the fourth they again ruled a tie
at 3-3. Thus, the three rounds of
aggressiveness Rogers picked up
proved to be his margin of victory.
Elli:s was certain of victory after
the bout, and was shocked when
the nod was voted to Rogers. Rogers,
it was reported, was equally shocked. Brawley protested the decision
and threatened to withdraw his entire Osceola team.
The huge crowd seemingly favored
Jim and voiced their disapproval of
the decision. The decision, however,
still stood.
Both men were wearing headgears. Rogers had injured his ear
in a Wednesday bout with Pavlof of

New Orleans and was advised by
his doctor not to box with his head
bear.
Ellis could have forced Rogers to
box b earheaded, and Brawley wanted Jim to do just that. Ellis, however, refused to take advantage of
Rogers.
Harding's amateur boxer bowed
out of the Mid-South Golden Gloves
Tournf).ment of Champions, but he
did so gracefully. That's what makes
a real champion.
Ellis has been invited to box in
the Caraway Invitation Tournament
at Caraway. Maybe by Mar. 22 when
the AAU boxing tournament comes
around, Ellis will be ready to don
his gloves again.
What's Behind The Wildcat's
Comeback Story?
Harding
Academy's basketball
record was 4-6 when Coach Hugh
Groover cracked down on the players concerning their dating habits.
It seems the Cats were doing plenty
of courting, but not enough of it on
the basketball court. Groover restricted the hoopsters to dates on
Wednesday and Sunday nights.
The results are evident. The Academy climaxed its season Saturday
night by beating Swifton 42-41, thus
posting its ninth win as against eight
losses. Swifton, who went into the
game with a 21-2 record, had earlier beaten Harding 58-57.
But the disciplinary action doesn't
tell the whole story. Groover and
his assistant coach, Stan Schwartz,
go about their job in a systematic
method.
During a game Schwartz keeps a
chart of detailed information about
the performance of each player. Such
things as rebounds, percentage of
shots hit from the field, assists, bad
passes, etc., are recorded in each
game. Thus Groover knows his team,
its assets and faults.
That is the kind of interest in
one's job that makes a success.
Major Leaguer In Our Midst
Carl Sawatski has been calling
Harding Academy's basketball games
all season, and we never knew him
as more than a friendly referee of
the better sort. Not until Saturday
night was it revealed to us that
Sawatski is a famous baseball player.
By talking with him we discovered, also, that he is an interesting
person. "I've enjoyed calling Harding Academy's football and basketball games very much. Harding is
a fine school and turns out some
very good ball clubs. I'm looking forward to being back next year."
We're looking forward to the
baseball season and to seeing Mr.
Sawatski perform with the Chicago
White Sox. There's no doubt in our
minds that his too, will be a success
story for '56.
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Minor League
Season Ends As 'Cats Basketball

Defeat Pirates, 4·2-41

Harding Academy's Wildcats staved off a late rally by
Swifton Saturday night and went on to win the climactic .l !:aJn"
of their season over the powerful Pirates, 42-41.
Playing before a meager crowd in Rhodes Memorial Field
House, the Cats built an 11 point lead early in the second half,
and then saw it diminish as Swifton snatched the edge, 34-35,
with four minutes remaining in the game.

By KEN NICHOLS
Mercury vs Saturn

Mercury overpowered Saturn 57during the regular Thursday
night Minor League series.
Phil Futrell was hitting from almost center position on the court
and took top place for Mercury by
scoring 20 points. Vernon Means
Clutch shooting by Gerald Casey,<>------------ - - - was next with 14 points.
Saturn, playing at a disadvantage
Calvin Conn, Roy Vanderpool and
with only three men, was unable
Tommy Dwyer however, salted down
to stop the ;Mercurites. Wayne
the win as the Academy grabbed a
Knight
scored 20 of the 27 points
three point lead with 20 seconds left.
for Saturn.
Swifton's Hawk shoved in a lay-up
at the five second mark, but the
Jupiter vs Pluto
buzzer killed any other chances the
Jupiter
topped the AcademyPirates might have had.
The Bruins jumped into an early
maned
Pluto
team Thursday night
lead
in
the
opening
moments
and
In winning, the Wildcats hit
their two-fold purpose of revenging went on to defeat the Wolfpack 36-24, in one of the hardest fought
their earlier 58-57 loss to Swifton team in a free scoring game, 80 games of the evening.
Pluto took t h e lead in the earlier
on the latter's home court, and pu11- to 64, last Friday night.
Each team had only four players part of the game but later dropped
ing over the .500 mark in season
play. The Cats record is now 9-8. on the court, because only four behind. Score at the half was 14-10
Swifton's record is still a handsome players dressed out for the Wolf- in favor of Jupiter.
Due to the accurate jump-shots of
21-3.
.
pack, and the Bruins agreed to play
Bud Tucker and the lay-ups of Ed
The Pirates were a classy gang only four men. The Wolfpack missed Morphis, Jupiter was able to reof hoopsters on the court Saturday, the services of center, Jerry Perrin, tain the lead during the latter half
as they have been all season, but who usually gets more than his of the game. Tucker was high point
Harding Academy was as equal1y share of the rebounds and jump man with 12 points and Morphis
shots.
smooth.
Stan Schwartz and Bill Cloud led was next with 8 points.
In winning, the Wildcats hit on the Bruins with 33 and 32 Points
Bubba Davis, fast-moving captain
31.3 per cent of their shots, con- respectively. Schwartz hit the range of Pluto, was high point man with
necting on 16 of 51. They grabbed early in the game and made 22 a total of 10 points. Dorsey Tynes
46 of the rebounds.
points in the first half. In the sec- was runner-up with six.
Conn of Harding \Vas the hero of ond half, Cloud came to life and
Uranus vs Neptune
the night. He led the Cats in re- made 26 points to lead the Bruins
bounds with 18, and was second after the intermission.
Uranus barely edged past the
high in points with 12. Roy VanThree players of the Wolfpack Neptunes, 38-35, in one of t he closderpool, who also was a fireball, was team reached the double number est played games Thursday night.
high with 13. Tom Dwyer, starting bracket. C. C. Brewer and Bobby
The Neptunes secured the lead
his first game for Harding, was a Glover tied with 21 points to lead 6-4 at the close of the first period;
headache for the Pirates throughout the Wolfpack, and Bill Gentry was but at the close of the half, the
the game.
close behind with 16 points.
score was tied 7 -7.
The Bruins had a big advantage
Runsick, a class;' Swifton guard
With the accurate shooting of
who is capable of hitting from any- over the Wolfpack in that they had Charles Vogler,
Uranus pulled
where on the floor, led the Pirates' four reserves, and the Wolfpack ahead 10-8 during the third period
play with 14 points.
had to play the same players the and held the lead at the close of the
entire game. Bill Cloud and Stan fourth quarter.
Schwartz provided the Bruins with
Vogler was high point man for
The love of justice is simply in a height advantage also.
Uranus with 16 points. John Weible,
the majority of men the fear of sufcaptain, was next with 12 points.
fering injustice.
Our temper sets a price upon
The Neptune's high point m en
every gift that we 1receive from weTe Jerry Hill with 14 points and
fortune.
Bernie Shrable with nine points.
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Bruins Outclass
Wolfpack, 80-64

"You should see the fellows inside."

HERE ARE THE TOP TEN

Pos.
Player
1. Flaxbeard
2. Cloud
3. Boler
4. Olbricht
5. Downs
6. Knight
7. Garner
8. Moore
9. Alexander
10. Perrin

Team
Alligators
Bruins
Mules
Graduates
Huskies
Alligators
Huskies
• Trojans
Panthers
Woll-pack

Mars vs Venus
Mars trampled Venus Thursday
night, 65-34, to win its fourth consecutive victory.
Mars, with the accurate shooting
of Roger Todd and George Yue,
scored heavily during the first period. It was able to retain the lead
throughout the remainder of the
game, feeling no serious threat from
Venus.
Venus fought hard during the
second half with the help of Tiny
Crocker and Larry Bills but was
not able to stop Mars.
High point men for Mars were
Roger Todd with 23 points and
George Yue with 13 points.
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J. D. PHILLIPS

Points
149
142
137
129

114
109
107
106
103
100

Games
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7
5

Average
21.3
20.3
19.6
18.4
16.3
15.6
17.8
15.1
14.9
20.0

Alexander Scores 18
In Panther Victory
Wallace Alexander proved to be
the undoing of the Webfeet in Friday night's game between the Panthers and the cellar dwelling Webfeet.
Tall, slender Alexander pulled the
Panthers through with 18 markers
for the night. David Wayne and
Vernon Massey scored 12 and 10
respectively for the Panthers.
Jim Whitehead, with 11 points,
was the only player for the Webfeet
who resembled a paint maker. The
final gun found t h e Panthers on
top 52 to 33.
The Webfeet are still looking for
their first victory of the season as
Friday night's defeat left them with
a 0-7 record. The Panthers are in
fifth place in the Pacific Coast Conference with a 3-4 r ecord.

AND SON

TV-Radio
SALES AND SERVICE
120 W. Race

Searcy
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For The Best In Auto Repair
Tow Service
Tune-up
Wheel Balancing

+
;.: FOR SHOES THAT

A

~!~
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HART AUTO SERVICE
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A

(A' HARDING ALUMNUS)
Day Phone 420
Night Phone 854-W
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Heuer's
Shoe Store

FIT AND BENFIT

A
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For the best haircuts

•

come to

SALES & SERVICE
The newest factory-approved equipment for
your convenience and satisfaction.

Stuart Coffey's
Deluxe Barber Shop

!

Welcoming
Harding College

Lincoln-Mercury

I

I
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BEN SCROGGINS
"where to buy them"

Are your formal clothes in good shape for
that banquet that is coming up?

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY
"The Best In The Business"

Greg Rhodes, Mgr.

ff Cleaning

* Pressing

ff Wet Wash
ff Fluf Dry
ff Laundry Finish

